
The Versat i le  Family  

of  Rough-Hewn Cedar  

Shingle  Panel s

R E S T O R A T I O N
S H A P E S ™



Full-panel Restoration Shapes 7" Shakes in Savannah
Wicker are used on this Pennsylvania home. Window trim

is a combination of Vinyl Carpentry™ J-channels, wide
lineals and aluminum; four-piece corner systems are used.

▲

A Heritage of Authenticity

Wolverine, a quality brand of

CertainTeed Corporation,

has a long tradition of

developing innovative and

architecturally inspired

cladding products for

generations of American homes.

Learn more at www.siding.com.

Design Choices

Wolverine offers the industry’s widest selection 

of siding, soffit, trim and accessories, in a 

broad range of profiles, colors and finishes. 

This gives you choices from a complete exterior

design system. You can mix and match from 

many options to achieve the style and look you

want, whether your home is remodeled, 

restored or brand new.

Number One in Quality

Thousands of architects, builders,

remodelers and homeowners 

put their trust in Wolverine. In fact,

Wolverine consistently ranks number one in 

quality among architects, builders

and remodelers in numerous 

leading trade publications. 





Restorat ion Shapes ™

Re-Creat ing the  Histor ic  Appearance  of  Rough-Hewn Cedar  Shingles

The realistic low-gloss rough cedar grain finish of 

the 7" Shakes in Savannah Wicker is nicely offset by

window trim in Snow and dark green shutters.

NEW Double 9" Rough-Split Shakes bring a fresh, 

rustic split-cedar dimension for full wall coverage or use

as a decorative element.

SuperCorners™

Extra-wide, extra-long 
(20-ft.) traditional, fluted
and beaded corners have
rigid foam backing. The
patented beaded corner offers
a colorful snap-in insert.

Beaded Triple 2" Soffit 
This soffit is ideal for use as a
vertical siding or to provide
vertical design elements such 
as wainscoting.

Patented Corner Block
and Rosette
This final finishing touch 
for wide window and door
corners has historic precedence.
These are available in a wide
range of colors.

Crown Molding 
This architectural feature 
is found on many historic
homes. Crown molding is a
popular and distinguishing
decorative feature.

Vinyl  Carpentry ™ Decorat ive  Trim 
Complete  the  Dist inct ive  Look with Beaut i fu l  Finishing Touches



Accent with Restoration Shapes™ Half-Rounds on

gables, dormers and end walls for the authentic 

look of shaped, rough-hewn cedar shingles.

In early architecture, cedar logs were split into shingles

for full walls and decorative applications. Some were

shaped to create a “fishscale” look and applied to end

walls and gables to face the weather. Wolverine Restoration

Shapes brings you three versatile styles of rough cedar-

grain shingles, all with the low-maintenance advantages

of vinyl. All Restoration Shapes panels are designed to

coordinate with Vinyl Carpentry™ Decorative Trim 

corners, window and door lineals and accessories that 

all accurately reflect the clean, classic architectural 

looks of fine homes.

Real wood shakes can warp
and split.

D9" Rough-Split Shakes



Here is the traditional look of Colonial homes clad with cedar shakes. 

The 7" Shakes were innovative as the industry’s first 10-foot long shingle 

panel, ideal for full-wall coverage or for use as an ornamental component. 

The Shakes are manufactured with Wolverine’s exclusive, TrueTexture™ 

finish for maximum authentic appearance.

▲

Restoration Shapes are
backed by a no-nonsense
lifetime limited warranty
that’s even transferable
should you sell your home.

The Restoration Shapes 7" Shakes are Natural 
Clay. Outside cornerpost, J-channel, Ironmax
Double 5" Soffit and Fascia are all in Snow.

▲

The 7" Shakes in Soft Almond and the
contrasting traditional corner provide a

natural counterpoint for this predominantly
stone home and its copper accents.

Restorat ion Shapes ™ 7" Shakes  
Rough-Sawn Cedar  Shingles





The Double 9" Rough-Split Shakes are a 57" long panel, versatile for use as 

the basis for complete walls or as a decorative element for gables and end walls.

Look at the random patterns and deep grains; this is a truly unique panel,

incorporating the Wolverine TrueTexture™ finish.

New Restorat ion Shapes ™ Double  9"  
Rough-Spl i t  Shakes
Hand-Spl i t  Cedar  Shakes

For a warm, rustic appeal in full-wall coverage, 
the owners of this home chose Double 9" 

Rough-Split Shakes in Savannah Wicker with
matching mitered cornerposts. 

▲

Restoration Shapes™ Double 9" Rough-Split Shakes

Available
Spring 

’05





Deep-grain Half-Rounds are a Double 6-1/4" exposure panel that is 32" long,

replicating shingles that have been shaped into rounds to provide the historic

“fishscale” appearance for gables, dormers and end walls.

Res torat ion Shapes ™ Half -Rounds
Shaped Cedar  Shingles

Restoration Shapes Half-Rounds in Soft
Almond are used on the upper gable, which
coordinates with their use in Savannah
Wicker over the porch.

▲

Window shapes surrounded with Vinyl
Carpentry™ Decorative Trim in Snow 

draw the eye to several courses of 
Half-Rounds in Savannah Wicker.

▲
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Restoration Shapes

Color Options:

Siding and Trim:

Windows Insulation Decking & RailingFiberCement Siding FenceRoofing

Ask about other CertainTeed products:

* Single 7" or Half-Rounds only
** Rough-Split Shakes only
Note: Colors shown are as accurate as
printing methods will permit. Please
see product samples for actual shades.

Soft Almond*

Sterling Gray

Light Maple**

Herringbone

Snow*

Colonial White**

Desert Tan**

Savannah Wicker

Granite Gray**

Product  Specs :

Finish: Cedar grain Cedar Shake Cedar grain
Panel Projection: 3/4" 5/8" 3/8"
Panel Length: 10'-1" 57" 32"
Thickness: .060" .100" .100"
Product Code: 31106 31136 31128
Packaging:

Squares/carton: 1 .50 1/3
Panels/carton: 17 7 12

Code Compliance: For information about product compliances to local and national building codes and standards, 
please visit our website at www.siding.com/buildingcodes or call 888-838-8100.

Warranty: Lifetime Limited

Single 7" Shakes D9" Rough-Split Shakes Half-Rounds

Natural Clay


